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About This Game

Have you ever had an idea which could change your life and fulfill your dreams and passions?

Viaerium is a short, soothing story about you, embarking on a radiant journey to achieve your life's ambitions. Step onto this
incandescent path - serenity will guide your way.

Tranquility:  With outstanding songs by Philipp Weigl and Kai Engel to accompany you through the landscapes of
Viaerium.

Vision: Look at your life goals from a new perspective.

3D Platforming: Calm journey unfolds with a relaxing third-person movement.

Simplicity: Simple controls fit for everyone.

No Violence: Take it at your own pace and rules.

Those who are lost must seek Wisdom. Those who seek Wisdom must seek the Council.
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Ugly, MS paint style menus.
Haphazard asset placement.
Fairly boring, maze "solving" play.
Shoot every wall till one falls down, then walk through.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/btd3nT20Drk. There's no way to fault this game. It's cheap, and it does what it promises perfectly. Not my
cup of tea when it comes to free play, but it's got fun (albeit repetitive) music, and is a great time burner.. This game is
amazingly poor in quality:
\u2022\tMusic is repetitive
\u2022\tFights are stale and are enemies boring
\u2022\t90% of the game is kiting enemies, to eventually wander around the map long enough to find the exit and move on to
the next level. Where you do the same thing over again.
\u2022\tThe audio sometimes overlaps itself
\u2022\tFew lines of dialog in the game, they repeat quite often,
o\tSome characters don\u2019t even have lines and instead are replaced with random sounds, similar to the character in
Don\u2019t Starve.
The power are fun and unique but they don\u2019t make up for the overall unpolished nature of this game.
I got Jake stuck several time while playing, there is a feature where he can teleport out of walls to the player but if you
don\u2019t have certain spells I could see people actually getting stuck in the walls and not be able to proceed forward in the
game.
I wish that for once we could get an adventure time game that isn\u2019t a cash in on the TV show.
. The art is gorgeous, as per usual from ebi-hime.  Utterly depressing ending if, like me, you relate completely to the
protagonist's point of view. Also, make sure you get all the other achievements before playing the epilogue or you'll be even
SADDER.  I need to go watch cat videos now.. The Game Is Rly Good Besides This That 500 PPL max Play It It Just Needs
More Atention Some Bug and UI Fixes And Its Good To Go Into Beta. Demon Truck makes my inner changeling squeal with
glee! >:D

I must have been drunk when I bought this game, as I don't remember doing so.

I should browse Steam while drunk more often.. The game itself is alright but no one is playing it so its usless.. Cried my heart
out.
10/10. Best FPS i've ever played 10/10. Off to a good start. Give this one a look in 6-12 months.
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A cheap, cute and enjoyable game. A good little time waster that you don't need to think too hard about while playing.. pretty
good i havent ran in to hackers or nth like that but i just started. This game is a huge waste of time the creator of this game must
die. An excellent adaptation. Too bad nothing happens in the end, except if they planned to release another one after Legacy II.
development has stalled. love the game very simple but fun lol. Wow.... what an experience. I can't beleive this was free. Highly
reccomended. I wish there was a way to pause ALL interaction with the enviroment.. it's a nice little game, and for these price,
is almost wrong not buy it =). Status: Not Completed

Presentation

It looks and plays like a NES game...well, not really. Some effects are too advanced, sprites have too many colors and the
controls menu shows a classic 3-button Genesis controller. Which is nice, because I'd choose it over NES controller anytime, but
it also looks out of place. I guess that's because you need not two, but three buttons.

The art is amazing and animations are nice, everything looks clean, sharp, colourful and just speaks “high quality”.

Story

What story?

Sound / Music

The same high quality, they're authentic just like the graphics. They do their work and there's nothing wrong with them, but I
can't say I remember any music from the game after playing it.

Gameplay

The game feels like a rehash of the old hits (Joe and Mac, Adventure Island, etc.), but it knows what it is and you shouldn't
expect anything new here either.

It's a simple platform game. The healthbar you have depletes over time and depletes even more then an enemy hits you. You
need to collect food on your way throughout the level to stay alive. If you die, you just return to the beginning of the level, there
are no lives or continues. But the game gets really harder because of that meter and on later levels you don't even think about
exploration, you just run to the end of the level, collecting all food you can get and trying to avoid enemies or anything else. If
you were born to be a speedrunner, that would be great for you, but for everyone else (including me) that can be a major flaw.

Controls are simple and responsive – you have a button to jump (of course), a button for basic weapon and a button for special
ability (useful while riding a dinosaur).
The game stands by its name fully – you'll see a lot of dinos here which you can ride (and use their abilities). Not just dinos, but
also a space mecha. But it's a secret, I didn't tell you that.
There are bosses, they look great and their patterns are easy to understand and learn. The first boss was perhaps too easy.

Occasionally, you get the chance to choose your path, which leads to different levels. You can't come back and there is no
indication what to expect rather than image on the map, so trust your guts. By the way, the levels don't have any titles. It's kinda
a problem, because you can't ask someone “hey, do you remember THAT level?”, the answer would be “ehhh, what level?”. The
game really needs at least something like “A1, B1, A2, B2”.

Another major flaw it's the level design and cheap enemy hits which come with it. It's all simple and OK on the first levels, but
later in the game you'll meet such “exciting” things like leaps of faith (jump down without seeing where you will land) or
enemies which attack you out of nowhere and get about 50% of your health with just one hit (scavenger on desert levels is the
reason why I stopped playing the game). There are also platforms which won't lead to anything and won't allow you to come
back – you land on it and that's it, the only way is to jump into abyss, restarting the level by that (by the way, there's no option to
restart it through the menu, only by dying).

Technical
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There weren't any bugs during my walkthrough. The game feels well polished.
You can rebind the controls and the game works with Xbox One controller.

Dinocide is a clone in an ocean of clones, but it stands out by its high quality of everything. That's the reason I chose to play it
and it didn't disappoint. Still, depleting healthbar system is rather controversial and level design flaws cannot be ignored.

The review copy provided by the developer
Sasha Darko for Game Obscura
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